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SMART DESIGN
S M A R T S TO R AG E

Store all those extras out of the way yet right at hand. Cheaper than renting
storage and easy to afford now (ask your dealer about our great Rent-to-Own
program). Super-adaptable to almost any use you need.
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“GOOD” New
England models are
stronger and greener
than most others,
better than many
builders’ “best.”

INSPIRE

“BETTER” Signature
comes in 14 models
and 4 playhouses,
built with all of
the most popular
features.

“BEST” Hudson Bay
is near-custom with
extras that could be
must-haves for you.

“CUSTOM” is
anything you want,
extra-large sizes,
special uses, garages,
cottages, homes,
you name it!

6'

piano hinge
extra stability
and security

ONE DAY ON A TRUCK,
AND THIS BARN
IS IN YOUR YARD AND
READY FOR WORK.
In nothing but a primer coat, and only 8 upgrades
available, Catskill barns are built for economy, strength
and simplicity. Fully portable, so they’re ready to get
to work fast.

WORKHORSE CONSTRUCTION. NO-NONSENSE STYLE.
INSPIRE
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PERFECT FOR
Some barns are affordable extra rooms, less expensive than rented storage. Many clear
the garage of lawn tractors and yard tools or take advantage of the easy installation to
claim a remote location. Still others become backyard destinations, a workshop, stable,
studio, office, or even, like the Aurora on page 23, a classroom. Before you throw open
those big beautiful doors, throw open your imagination to all the fun, interesting things
a barn could be for you.

SKYLINE, 14'x16'. For an unforgetable escape – and one that takes
“fishing shack” to new heights – spec it just like this Skyline with a 36"
extended overhang and handsome, heavy-duty arched timber braces.
Besides the good looks of the heavy duty braces, the overhang enlarges
and raises the roof and provides a protected area. LP lap siding, Barn Red
paint with accents in Ultra-7 Cedar stain, Black shingles, Cottage Basic
doors in pine, 28"x29" wood-framed windows, corbels, large wood vents,
awning, coppertop cedar cupola with glass panes.

QUIET TIMES

INSPIRE
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EARTH
FRIENDLY
PROCESSES

SOMERSET, 12'x16'. SmartSide painted Barn Red,
Medium Gray shingles, Craftsman Braced double
doors, Craftsman Pushbar single door, 24"x36"
aluminum windows and crossbar shutters.

FINALLY,

A SPA FOR YOUR TRACTOR
Think of a barn interior as a blank page. You can add wallboard and
ceiling lights, cabinets and countertops like this owner did.
All this and room for your tractor to stretch out!

Workbenches are available as an option, a
good start right off the truck. Add hooks,
bins and shelves for all your tools.

Lofts hold an amazing amount of gear. They come
standard with some barns, and you can add or adjust
the depth.

Radiant barrier roof sheathing reduces solar heat gain
significantly, keeping a barn cooler and brighter.

INSPIRE
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2"x6" fascia – a bigger size that
improves the proportions

Six foot of rust-free aluminum
makes a super-strong hinge.

An ultra-smooth surface that is easy to sweep clean
and a live load rating that's higher than plank floors.

THREE WAYS WE PUMP
UP YOUR BUILDING.
If it’s strength you’re after, you’ll love our six-foot piano hinge – ours exclusively.
It spreads the weight of each door along its full length so doors operate smoothly
for the life of the barn. And strong-arm anyone who thinks he will “just take the
hinges off.” Why worry about a hinge? Because it’s a weak point in many barns.
Not in ours.
If it’s a strong floor you want, look no further. Engineered wood has amazing
strength, especially LP’s SmartFloor. A standard 3/4" SmartFloor in a 10'x20' barn
has a 40,000-pound live load rating. Plus world-class resistance to moisture,
termites and fungus, for strength that lasts.

INSIDER TIP: In a floor, it’s not weight
you want, but strength. The live load
capacity of ours is about 5 times that
of a typical house (which comfortably
holds grand pianos, bathtubs, and
holiday dinners for big families!)

Fascia should match the building. A strong barn deserves to look strong, and
that’s what a fascia of the right proportion does. Ours, at 2"x6", likely matches
your home. Some builders offer it at extra cost, but it is standard on Signature and
Hudson Bay barns.
SEE PAGE 57 (BARN RAISING) FOR MORE DETAILS ABOUT THE QUALITY OF OUR BUILDINGS, TOP TO BOTTOM.
WE CAN SAFELY SAY IT’S SECOND TO NONE.

INSPIRE
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G LAND
“I’ve always admired your innovative construction. My
favorite ‘fun fact’ is that these barns go up in a flash,
regardless of size. The smaller ones are off-loaded
from a truck, and the bigger ones are panelized – fit
the floor, sides and roof together, and it's pretty much
done. The lot stays clean, and the barn itself is tighter
and stronger than stick-built.”

INSPIRE
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HANOVER, 12'x20'. When that extra space needs some headroom, go for the steeper pitch of a Hanover. Shown is one with
SmartSide siding painted in Night Owl with Soft White trim,
Medium Gray shingles, Cottage Stall doors, 30"x36" aluminum
windows, Z-style shutters, wood vent, cedar flower boxes and
a large cupola with sailboat weathervane.

BUILT TO HIGHER STANDARDS
Our basic barns – the category we call “good” – are built to higher standards than many sell
as their best. New England barns give you that extra space you need with authentic, downhome sensibility. Nothing fancy, nothing done halfway. Skids are pressure-treated and joists
are on edge. Floors, walls and roofs use heavier lumber and are panelized for strength and
a true, tight fit. SmartSiding or vinyl, SmartFloors, keyed latches and six-foot piano hinges
make for barns that are built to last.
12
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SILVER LINING
Tucked garden-side, this Hartford makes the most
of its storage capabilities by bringing tools right
where they are needed most.

HARTFORD, 10'x14'. SmartSide siding painted
Ocean Mist with Devon Cream and Turquoise
accents, Medium Gray shingles, Pushbar door,
24"x36" aluminum window with Z-style shutters
and cedar flower box, large cupola.

BIG JOHN SAYS,
“Modern wood technology results in
a barn 100% better than those built,
say, 20 years ago. Be sure your
builder is up to date with new
methods and materials.”

Ask about a Rent-to-Own payment plan.
Prepare your site and arrange for delivery.
DELAWARE, 8'x10'. Go traditional shed style
with a saltbox roof. Willow siding, Khaki trim
and doors, Tan shingles, Craftsman Stall
doors, 28"x29" wood windows and cupola.

That’s all there is to it!

INSPIRE
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Top: BOSTON, 10'x12'. This neat little barn puts a gardener’s tools right at
hand while de-cluttering the garage. Khaki siding, Devon Cream on the trim
and Crossbuck doors, Weathered Wood shingles and aluminum threshold.
Bottom: MYSTIC, 10'x10'. Where ‘simple storage solution’ and ‘bold good
looks’ come together in one structure. Barn Red siding, custom color trim and
doors, Weathered Wood shingles, Craftsman Crossbuck doors, wood vents.

LOW PRICE

GUARANTEE
14
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PRACTICALITY
COMES FIRST
Gambrel roofs may “just look right,” but they were originally designed to provide
more interior space, and they still make sense as a simple, unfussy way to get
maximum storage per footprint.

MYSTIC, 10'x16'. In certain circles, asking for one more inch of space will get you
kicked outdoors, which is actually the very best place to reclaim some elbow room,
as this handsome Mystic demonstrates. Green Stone siding with Willow trim and
Sage Braced doors, 24"x36" aluminum windows and Medium Gray shingles.
INSPIRE
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“Signature was our first collection, and it’s still our largest. There are
about 15 good reasons for that. Take a look at the Standards (page
59), and you’ll see that Signature Collection barns are in the sweet
spot between practicality and looks. For one thing, their deeper
overhangs and beefier fascia match most houses well. The standard
dimensional shingles do, too. With so many choices and options in the
Signature series, these barns are worth your serious consideration.”

SIGNA

16
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BACK 40, BUT
NOT FORGOTTEN
Store more, anywhere you need it.
The versatile Skyline always proves
itself up to the task and represents
your farm handsomely, even as
a remote well house.
SKYLINE, 8'x10'. SmartSide in Soft
White paint with Black shingles,
Crossbuck door, 28"x29" woodframed window, and medium cupola
with a rooster weathervane.

UNDER CIVILIZATION’S SPELL
It doesn’t take much – just a perfectly civilized structure
to claim the far edge of your property. No one needs to
know your real motive – bringing order at last to all that
stuff once crowding the garage.

SKYLINE, 10'x16'. SmartSide siding,
Ocean Mist with Devon Cream and Night
Owl accents, Pushbar doors, steel roof in
galvanized color, strap hinges, 30"x36"
aluminum windows, cedar flower boxes,
large cupola.
18
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SKYLINE, CUSTOM, 14'x16'.
Modified Skyline with pine siding,
Smoke stain, 6'6" walls, double Archtop doors, 12/12 roof pitch. Custom
siding and shingles, large wood vent.

THE MOST
BEAUTIFUL
BARN

Clad quietly in stained pine siding and sporting
custom slate shingles, this barn has stood the test
of time as the barn most people want. If you are
going to build one barn and you want it to please
the eye every time you or anyone else sees it, we
can recommend this customized Skyline barn.

INSPIRE
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SKYLINE AS YOU LIKE IT
Skyline’s middle name should be “Versatile.” A Skyline barn is pretty terrific by
itself, with its classic gable roof, but you can add whatever you want – a cupola, a
row of windows, a larger door – or even change the roof pitch.

REMOTE LOCATION SPECIALISTS
Once a foundation is in place, it typically takes less than a day to
install a barn. The customer reaction we hear most often?
“Amazing!” That’s how a Skyline like this can take advantage of a
steep and wooded lakefront site.
SKYLINE, CUSTOM, 10'x10'. Pine cove siding with Ultra-7 Bronze stain,
8' high sides, 12/12 roof pitch, soffits on gable ends, Weathered Wood
shingles, 33" and 54" Pushbar doors, 28"x29" wood-framed windows,
4' loft, continuous shingle vent (in place of end vents).
20
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BIG JOHN SAYS,
“Look for metal truss
plates reinforcing the
roof truss joint. If
you see scrap wood
nailed there instead,
you might want to
think twice.”

Somerset's clerestory windows

SOMERSET, 10'x16'. Craftsman-inspired windows
let light stream inside, a real bonus for workshops.
Bronze siding, Devon Cream and Oak Leaf accents,
Weathered Wood shingles. Craftsman Stall doors,
triple wood windows, crossbar shutters, and corbels.

INSPIRE
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DESTINATION
BACKYARD
A hand-built clay oven takes pride of place in Kathy and Mike Lehr’s
backyard, the site of intensive cooking classes and sumptuous al fresco
dinners. Their Aurora barn has a workbench and stainless steel kitchen
tables that let students do last minute prep or cool freshly baked loaves.
A loft stores containers and extra-long utensils.

22
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AURORA, 10'x16'. Pine Cove siding with Ultra-7 Smoke stain, Weathered Wood shingles,
72" fiberglass doors with 8-lights and Cherry paint on both sides, 24"x24" aluminum
windows (across back wall), 28"x29" wood-framed windows, cedar flower boxes,
corbels, Silvertech roof sheathing, workbench and 2' loft.

COOK’S NIRVANA
Nationally known chef Kathy Lehr constructed the clay oven
herself. She also makes wood peels needed for breads and
pizzas and grows a delectable array of gourmet vegetables.
While the oven can be used for almost anything, Kathy’s focus
is on artisanal breads of a quality few have ever tasted.
Lehr learned from Danielle Forestier, legendary baker who
mentored Julia Child in breads. Forestier calls Lehr, “the best
bread maker east of the Mississippi.”

TOP: A wood fire built in the afternoon reaches 600°-700° by
dinnertime, perfect for wood-fired pizza, and cools through the
night to 350° for baking breakfast muffins.
BOTTOM: Baked in a wood-fired oven, rustic French bread
develops a crust that explodes with flavor.
INSPIRE
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DINNER WITH KATHY
The highlight of the evening is a blend of great food and friendship
amid a refreshingly spontaneous entertaining style. Everything is
prepared with the freshest ingredients, emphasizing authentic local
sources, especially Kathy’s own breads.

“Ovens like these were used by ancient
tribes across the US and Mexico. They
provide conductive, convection and
radiant heat all at once. Having a
beautiful, fully enclosed classroom

To inquire about cooking classes or buy a bread-baking DVD, contact Kathy
at taoofdough@neo.rr.com.
24
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nearby is so helpful when I teach
cooking classes ... and it’s great for
entertaining, too.”

HOW TO GO FROM SIMPLE
TO SPECTACULAR
The three 10'x12' Auroras below begin with siding in Pewter paint,
Devon Cream trim and Medium Gray shingles.

This Pushbar door is standard. Every Aurora is built to the high standards of
the Signature series. Available from 8'x8' to 24'x32'.

We upgraded the door style to Cottage Stall, which is 66" wide, and added
a 30"x36" aluminum window with crossbar shutters. The corner boards are
painted in the Devon Cream trim color.

This Aurora is dressed up with lap siding, bright Turquoise doors and Devon
Cream fascia and corbels. There are now three 28"x29" wood-framed windows
with 30" and 60" cedar flower boxes. A large cupola is the finishing touch.
INSPIRE
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LIKE TWO
SPACES FOR
ONE
When you clear out all that et cetera in your
garage, you can organize it in one of these
beautiful barns. And reclaim your garage, too.
It’s like getting two new spaces instead of one.
This is a tactic that works with your lifestyle, not
against it.
Right: AURORA, 8'x12'. SmartSide siding in
Ocean Mist with Soft White and Lemon accents,
Cottage Stall doors and a 24"x36" aluminum
window.
Below: AURORA, 10'x12". Olive vinyl siding with
Almond soffit and fascia, Pumpkin doors, Medium
Gray shingles, Cottage Basic doors, 30"x36"
aluminum windows and weathered wood vinyl
shutters. Shown in new standard materials:
5" straight vinyl siding versus 4" Dutchlap and
painted wood doors versus fiberglass.

26
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DOES YOUR HOUSE HAVE
A GABLE ROOF? MOST DO.
Like most houses, Aurora has a gable roof. You’ll also find it in Hartford, Hanover, Skyline, and
three Hudson Bay models. You can match your house or choose a distinctive roof line. Your dealer
can advise you about shapes, sizes, options, finishes and materials that can add value and give your
barn wonderful character.
AURORA, 14'x20'. SmartSide siding in Desert Tan with Spun Gold and Devon Cream accents, Weathered Wood shingles,
66" double Archtop doors, 30"x36" aluminum windows, 60" cedar flower box, large wood vents, coppertop cedar cupola
with louvers and copper finial.
INSPIRE
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YOU CAN DO THIS
Think “dream” with “house,” “car,” “job,” – they could be nice ideas that are never quite
real. Now and then, however, a dream comes along that is easy to put in place, like this
Marco barn. With a fun, five-sided footprint and optional glass doors, this is a structure
to transform any outdoor space. And it can be installed in a single day.

CUSTOM MARCO, 12'x12'. Exposed rafters, custom slate shingles, Smoke
stain on cedar lap siding, double full-light Spanish cedar doors, double
20"x60" windows and awning.
28
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MARCO, 10'x10'. SmartSide siding
with Pewter stain and Sandstone
trim and accents. Black shingles,
24"x36" windows, White vinyl
shutters, flower boxes and pre-hung
15-light fiberglass doors.

DO MORE WITH
WHAT YOU HAVE
The five-sided chic of this lap-sided Marco with its glass doors and
windows conjures breezy afternoons on coastal outcroppings.
Many options let you do it your way, and any way you do it puts
that neglected corner of your yard to very good use.

INSPIRE
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SOMETIMES A BARN’S
JUST GOTTA BE A BARN
These homeowners hit the ground running, pulling the largest lawn tractor out to
the driveway, with a mowing deck in summers, a snow blade in winter. Ontario’s 6'6"
sidewalls allow for full height doors on the ends and/or sides, while Windsors
accommodate end doors only.

ONTARIO, 12'x16'. Riverway siding, Devon Cream
trim and Weathered Wood shingles. Craftsman
Stall doors, 30"x36" aluminum windows, crossbar
shutters and a large cupola.

30
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ONTARIO, 16'x28'. Sandstone siding, Devon
Cream trim and Weathered Wood shingles.
Transom garage doors with decorative
strap hinges.

WINDSOR, 10'x12'. SmartSide
siding painted Barn Red with
Devon Cream trim, Medium Gray
shingles and Stall doors.

FAITHFUL
WITNESS TO
FARM HERITAGE
What you see first is the satisfying
shape of a classic gambrel roof,
whether you choose a snug 8'x8'
Windsor or get massive with a 24'x40'
Ontario. What’s always satisfying is
the roominess inside.

LOL: Lots of loftiness. The biggest
barns (24' wide) come with a full loft
and pull-down stairs. 14', 16' and 20'
wide barns have a 4' loft; 10' and 12'
wides have a 2' loft. All Ontarios and
Windsors have hefty 2"x10" top plates.
INSPIRE
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SCIOTO, 20'x20'. Custom color siding, Khaki trim and doors,
Cedar-stained porch deck and posts, Tan shingles. Craftsman Braced
doors, 30"x36" and 24"x36" aluminum windows, Z-style shutters,
wood window and cupola.

YOUR FAVORITE ROOM JUST MIGHT

NOT HAVE WALLS
A porch is equal parts comfy and cool, especially when a careful use of weighty posts
grounds that lovely, open-air feeling. Choose square posts or round, hand-peeled
cedar posts that are only a notch or two from a tree trunk.
32
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ROCKING
RESPITE
There’s a touch of irony in the way
this sizable garden shed blends
work and rest. It’s big enough for a
garden tractor to be driven through
double doors (on the far end) and a
workbench below the windows.
And then its porch gives its tired
owner a beautiful view.
BROOKSIDE, 10'x16'. Soft White
with Bronze stain on the porch post
and deck. Craftsman Braced door,
wood windows, crossbar shutters,
flower boxes, galvanized steel roof.

RIVER CALL
A cozy retreat on the riverside
marries convenience with
whitewater escape.
Perched on a steep hillside overlooking a
pristine waterway (location not to be
revealed) is one of the best countryside
finds, part changing room, part outdoor
kitchen, part boathouse.

HORIZON, 10'x14'. Pine cove siding,
Cedar stain and Brown shingles.
Craftsman Stall doors (double doors
on back), wood windows, flower
boxes, large wood vents, handpeeled cedar posts.

INSPIRE
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A SINGULAR STRUCTURE
THAT BREAKS THE MOLD
It’s fitting that a gardener-owner would begin with a Lexington, a typical porch
barn made anything but typical with a finished deck and generous plant shelves.
An awning shades double wood windows, and a stained door adds organic texture.

LEXINGTON, 14'x16'. SmartSide siding painted Willow with Soft White trim and accents in Ultra 7 Cedar stain,
steel roof in galvanized color, 33" and 66" pine doors, 28"x29" wood-framed windows, awning over windows,
two plant shelves.
34
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NOT YOUR
ORDINARY SHED
Its modest size and classic shed roof
are lifted far above ordinary with a
few deft touches, beginning with
Barn Red archtop doors with
decorative hinges, paired wood
windows and a simple but striking
long window on the end.
SPRINGFIELD, 10'x14'. SmartSide
siding painted Latte with Barn Red
doors, Devon Cream trim and Pewter
accents on the window frames and
grills. Medium Gray shingles, Archtop
door, strap hinges, 28"x29" woodframed windows, 60"x10" aluminum
window.

BUNGALOW ECHO
This backyard ‘extra room’ is as comfortable and convenient as it gets.
Turn it into your art or craft studio, writer’s retreat or idea-inspiring
reading room. Or throw open the doors and serve breakfast in a
protected but nearly out-of-doors setting, rain or shine.

HAMPTON, 10'x14'. Green Stone
siding, Devon Cream trim, Weathered
Wood shingles. 30"x36" aluminum
windows, 15-light double doors.
INSPIRE
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DESERT AGENDA
Shed-roof simplicity becomes an eye-catching jewel in this spacious desert backyard.
The compact, handsome structure keeps landscaping and gardening tools in close
proximity and disguises the pool mechanics as well.

ELLIOT, 8'x10'. LP lap siding painted Still Water with
Soft White accents, 54" Pushbar doors in pine with Ultra-7
cedar
stain, Medium Gray shingles, 60"x10" window.
36 INSPIRE

EMMA SAYS,
“I love gardening”

HOW TO GROW
GARDENER, 8'x10'. A match made in gardenerheaven! Plant shelves, window boxes and
translucent roofing come standard, just as a
gardener might spec it. Here, it is decked out in
Willow with Devon Cream trim and a Cool Blue door.
Weathered Wood shingles, Craftsman Braced door
and a cupola.

INSPIRE
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APlace

of their Own

Our KidzSpace playhouses are ready for a child’s everyday escapes and
wide-ranging interests, from boisterous adventures to royal processions of
stuffed animals. All are built with child-safe glass, and most are fitted out
with a child-sized loft and a discrete adult door on one side.
An inspired child lives here. An ornate Victorian playhouse (below) or a fancifully painted
Clubhouse (right) leaves no doubt that this backyard will inspire many a beloved experience.
Adorned with a porch and fancy white railings (optional for the Victorian and Castle, but how can
you resist them?), these playhouses invite children to step inside and enter a world of their own.

38
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VICTORIAN, 8'x8'. SmartSide painted Princess
Pink with Soft White accents, Medium Gray
shingles, 14"x21" windows and 3'x8' deck.

CLUBHOUSE, 8'x12'. SmartSide painted Soft
White with Kid’s Orange, Turquoise and Dill
Pickle. Medium Gray shingles, 14"x21" and
octagonal windows.
INSPIRE
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SWEET NEIGHBORHOOD
FOR LITTLE ONES
Almost two decades after we designed our first KidzSpace model, we proudly
introduce our littlest playhouse, Storybook. It’s a reminder that little is good,
little is right for little ones, and the little price of Storybook is a good thing, too!

40

STORYBOOK, 4'x6'. LEFT: SmartSide painted Turquoise with Soft White accents, Medium Gray shingles.
CENTER: Painted Kid’s Orange with Soft White accents, Medium Gray shingles. RIGHT: Painted Coral with Soft
White accents, Medium Gray shingles. 14"x21" window.

INSPIRE

Playing Well.
TOGETHER.

New brights are making a statement
on front doors everywhere, but their
forte is in painting playhouses
playfully, where color tells children
this space is theirs, all theirs.

CASTLE, 8'x8'. Just imagine the princes,
princesses and fire-breathing dragons bound
to gather at this castle. Night Owl siding, with
pine door in Ultra-7 Bronze stain and Soft White
trim and shutters. Medium Gray shingles.
INSPIRE
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HUDSO
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N BAY
“I think a barn’s small size helps explain its charm
as a landscape element. It echoes the house without
competing, extending your home into a homestead or
settlement, whether it brings to mind a farm, a ranch
or an English village. With Hudson Bay’s refined
design sensitivity and semi-custom options, you can
build almost anything.”
INSPIRE
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ARCHITECTURE

INSPIRED
Set in the shelter of a towering cliff, a rugged microcabin is brought to life with extended eaves, exposed
rafters, Spanish cedar doors and windows, and a coppertopped cupola. With all of the refinements of Hudson
Bay’s semi-custom detailing and luxury materials.

ASPEN, 10'x14'. Cedar lap siding with Cedar
stain, cedar shakes, Spanish Cedar doors
(nine-light 36" single and paneled 60"
double), 28"x29" wood windows, Coppertop
cupola with louvers and Cedar stain.

44
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GARDEN HIDEAWAY
DANA, 8'x10'. Small but simply perfect, this shed-roofed Dana has 8" cedar
lap siding luxuriously stained in Chestnut and Cedar. An awning and 10-light
Spanish Cedar doors bring this simple form to glorious life.

SPOT ON
MONTREAL, 10'x16'. A few crucial refinements give this backyard treasure a
grand but comfortable feel. Cedar shakes top the roof and escape down to
the gable ends and dormer. Along the side, a pair of plant shelves are used
inventively to set the stage for a display of pots or flowers, while 20"x60"
wood windows, long shutters and Spanish Cedar 9-light doors clearly spell
“Welcome.” In Spun Gold and Devon Cream.

INSPIRE
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DIRECT FROM THE
18TH CENTURY
Time travel to an era when symmetry was fully
appreciated. Where a one-point roof and 8-light
door make utter sense. Where light bursts in
through doors and wood windows on both sides.
In pine cove siding, of course…here in Soft
White…but just asking to be painted your
favorite color.
Like all Hudson Bay designs, Cortland is
near-custom. It comes in top quality materials
and with more choices in siding, roofing and
windows. Exposed rafters make a big difference
in the look and feel, and hand-crafted Spanish
cedar doors and windows are a treasure.

CORTLAND, 10'x10'. Standing seam steel roof
in Gavalume. Eight-light Spanish cedar doors
and two 20"x36" windows. Available in 10'x10'
or 12'x12'.

OLYMPIA RULES
Here’s what perfection looks like in a compact package. Though a mere
8'x10', this Olympia has all the right detailing, including 9-light Spanish cedar
doors and wood windows, both in Cedar stain. Cedar lap siding in Smoke
stain, exposed rafters, a corrugated steel roof and one perfectly placed long
window wrap it up with a bow.
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PICTURE PERFECT
Starring a coppertop cupola and finial, this Geneva is not a barn to be upstaged,
especially when costumed like this in long shutters, cedar shakes and 9-light Spanish
Cedar doors. Set within precise symmetry that has been a fan favorite for eons.

GENEVA, 10'x12'. Sage SmartSide siding, Khaki trim and doors, triple wood windows.

INSPIRE
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RESORT LIFE
AT HOME

FAMILY LIFE NOW CENTERS ON A PLAYFUL POOL HOUSE
A trio of sliding glass doors open to splashing kids and smiling parents. “It’s like
vacationing in our own backyard,” say the happy owners. The pool house has easycare stone and stucco siding, and inside, guests and family find tile floors, a full
entertainment-style kitchen, and changing rooms. This design began with a very
modified Lexington, 20'x48', with the pitch increased to accommodate a cathedral
ceiling and a loft with bedrooms and en suite baths.
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BIG JOHN SAYS,
“We can build a studio, cottage, pool
house … whatever you want. Our
efficient, Earth-friendly building
methods give you fast installation and
more for your money. Let us help …
we can advise whether to adapt a
structure or start with a custom
architectural plan.”

INSPIRE
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SO MUCH
MORE THAN
FUNCTIONAL
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Sure, it will accommodate a classic car or your
biggest garden tractor, but it’s also the epitome of
effortless style with its Craftsman Stall door, triple
wood windows and reverse gable dormer. This is
a Skyline fitted out as a garage with five popular
adaptations: (1) 8' side walls, (2) 8'x7' insulated
garage door, (3) plank flooring, (4) windows and
(5) a man door.

BIG JOHN SAYS,
“Since we build garages
both custom and by
adapting barn structures,
ask us! We will advise
which way is best and
least costly for you.”

PARK IT YOUR WAY
Go custom with your garage for maximum flexibility in dimensions
and detailing. This lets you match your house and fit out the interior to suit your needs, hobbies or interests. Bball, anyone?

INSPIRE
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AURORA STABLE, 10'x16'. Modified Aurora with pine cove siding in Cedar stain and
Rustic Red steel roof. 6' high divider wall, 4' high kickboard, 8' wide red gate. The
perimeter is reinforced for delivery without flooring. Dutch doors are available.

FAVORITE PLACES
FOR FAVORITE
ANIMALS
Keeping your favorite animal friends warm, dry
and safe is easy with the right shelter, like this
stable that lives up to its rustic roots. This one is
an adapted Aurora, but you can also convert a
Hanover, Hartford or Mystic to a horse barn with
a nifty red gate and a tack room.

CLUCK, CLUCK, WHAT A FINE COOP WE HAVE!

HENRIETTA, 6'X6'. Newly redesigned, the
Henrietta coop is an ideal home for chickens.
SmartSide in Soft White paint and Medium Gray
shingles.
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LP Smartside® Precision panels
with cedar grain texture exteriors
are engineered to last longer.
SmartFinish®, a smooth interior
is much more attractive than
grainy, blotchy plywood.

8" PINE COVE

6" LP LAP

5" STRAIGHT VINYL

Hudson Bay offers two more sidings.

WHAT TO LOOK FOR IN
LAP SIDING Our pine cove and lap

GARAGE DOORS

WHITE

SHINGLES

siding are better than most because they
are designed with clear drip paths that
channel rainwater away. This prevents
wicking to the inside, which can cause rot.

ALMOND

TAUPE

BROWN

shown as dimensional shingles

WEATHERED
WOOD

STEEL ROOFS

GREEN

LIGHT GRAY

MEDIUM GRAY

TAN

BROWN

BLACK

29 gauge. See your dealer for options in Hudson Bay corrugated or standing seam.

GALVANIZED

COPPER

RUSTIC RED

BURNISHED
SLATE

HUNTER GREEN

GALLERY BLUE

BURGUNDY

BLACK

CREAM

GRAY

ALMOND

OLIVE

CLAY

FLINT

BLUE

CLAY

WEATHERWOOD

REDWOOD

BROWN

MAROON

GREEN

BLACK

VINYL SIDING

WHITE

VINYL SHUTTERS

WHITE

FAST ESCAPE

Cottages that spring up
overnight
FIRST FLOOR

SECOND FLOOR

In 48 hours – or less – your new
cottage can be installed anywhere you
want. Panelized walls and roof are
factory-made, adding precision,
reducing cost and slashing on-site time.
From 20'x24' to 24'x40'. See your
dealer for specs.
INSPIRE
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TODAY'S PALETTE
STANDARD PAINTS

SPUN GOLD

Soft White also available

SANDSTONE

PREMIUM PAINTS

DEVON CREAM

BRONZE

KHAKI

OCEAN MIST

NANTUCKET

PEWTER

GREEN STONE

BARN RED

MOSS

MOODY BLUE

RIVERWAY

Premium paints are available on trim at no extra charge. Using one for siding costs a little more.

WILLOW

LATTE

OAK LEAF

DESERT TAN

PUMPKIN

SUPER BRIGHTS
LEMON
STILL WATER

STAINS

SAGE

FRENCH ROAST

NIGHT OWL

PRINCESS PINK

BLACK FOX
KID'S
ORANGE

Stains can be used on pine or cedar.

DILL
PICKLE

CORAL
OAK

CEDAR

BRONZE

CHESTNUT

COOL
BLUE

SMOKE
CHERRY

TURQUOISE
VIVA VIOLET

Base Paint Areas
Trim & Accent Areas

N
E

F

STANDARD PAINT SCHEME SHOWN
A Siding
B Corner boards
C Door panels

J

D Fascia
E Soffit

D

G

F Gable ends – splice and above
G Corbels
H Door trim
I Trim around doors (on barn)

L
K
M

B
A

I

H
C

J Wood vents
K Window trim
L Wood shutters
M Wood flower boxes
N Cupola
O Awning (not shown)
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Printing does not allow for absolutely accurate hue representation. See
your dealer for actual samples. Barns built at your site come primed.
Barns built at our factory have the option of being painted.

DOORS

CRAFTSMAN PUSHBAR

CRAFTSMAN STALL

CRAFTSMAN BRACED

CRAFTSMAN
CROSSBUCK

PUSHBAR (STANDARD)

STALL

BRACED

CROSSBUCK

COTTAGE STALL

COTTAGE BRACED

COTTAGE CROSSBUCK

ROUNDTOP

PRE-HUNG
9-LIGHT
FIBERGLASS

PRE-HUNG
15-LIGHT
FIBERGLASS

COTTAGE BASIC ALSO AVAILABLE

ARCHTOP
Double doors only.

PRE-HUNG
SOLID PANEL
FIBERGLASS

PRE-HUNG
4-LIGHT
FIBERGLASS

PRE-HUNG
8-LIGHT
FIBERGLASS

INSPIRE
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FINISHING TOUCHES

A

B

C

D

Coppertop cedar cupolas
with glass or louvers
E

WEATHERVANES

Cupolas, medium or large in
unfinished, treated wood

Weathervanes available only on cupolas. A: Carriage B: Rooster
C: Eagle D: Horse E: Sailboat

WINDOWS

Aluminum windows
available in white or
dark brown.
Additional wood
window sizes
available in Hudson
Bay.

Aluminum 24"x36"
single hung with grills

Aluminum 30"x36"
single hung with grills

Wood Window, 28"x29"
stationary with grills

Aluminum, 24"x24"
stationary with grills

SHUTTERS

Additional louvered shutter sizes
available in Hudson Bay.
Left to right: Wood Crossbar,
Wood Z-style, Vinyl louvered

C

D

A

B
E
F
A: Aluminum Threshold Plates (standard with garage doors) B: Cedar Window Box, 24", 30", 60" C: Awning D: Corbels
E: Drop Rods (use with wood doors) F: Strap Hinges (decorative and functional, replaces piano hinge)

RADIANT
BARRIER
Reduces solar heat
gain significantly
and installs in place
of regular roof
sheathing.
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Reverse Gable Dormer

Portable Metal Ramps

Treated Ramps, 54" or 66" wide

BARN RAISING
After more than 22 years of building barns,
garages, playhouses, potting sheds, cabins and
houses, our structures still go together like oldfashioned barn raisings, where each relies on the
top skills of the company’s craftsmen, renewable
resources and efficient methods.
THOUGHTFUL PREPARATION. We begin with
thoughtful designs that complement every housing
style. We then carefully choose bright lumber,
cleaner and straighter than in many houses.
OUR PANELIZING PROCESS IS UNIQUE, a word
we do not use loosely. It builds straighter, stronger
walls that fit together tightly.
A BETTER WAY TO BUILD. Panelization wastes less; creates stronger, straighter, tighter walls;
and goes together quickly at the site. Overall, it’s better than stick building.

PANELIZING IS CLEAN AND GREEN. It uses
lumber efficiently, generates less
waste and lets us build a barn on
site with surprising speed and little
site disturbance.
STRONGER FLOORS. In barns up
EARTH
to 12' wide, we set joists on edge,
FRIENDLY
PROCESSES
multiplying their strength and
stability. It takes more lumber and
time, but the advantage is huge – imagine how hard it
would be to replace the beams under a barn! Do it right
to begin with, we think.

A 7-DAY CURE EVERY TIME. The paint on a barn is best cured for 7 days before exposure to
weather – which is hard to do – so most barns are not cured properly. Our new paint drying
facility let us do the equivalent of a 7-day cure inside – improving the adhesion of paint.

HOW TO PREPARE YOUR SITE
A 3"- 4" deep #57 limestone pad that is
24" larger than barn dimensions (12" for

OPTIONAL
LANDSCAPE FABRIC

NOT TO EXCEED 12” DEEP

each side) is recommended. Customer is
responsible for site preparation, building or
zoning permits and any caulking.

#57 LIMESTONE PAD 3” TO 4” DEEP, 12” WIDER THAN BUILDING ON EACH SIDE

Inquire at your dealer for other ways to prepare a site.

INSPIRE
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LAST BRUSHSTROKE
Leigh Smith loves her home in Nashville,
Tennessee, and her work at Louisiana Pacific
Building Products (LP), where she is the
Midwest Segment Marketing Manager.
WHAT DOES LP SAY ABOUT US? “When
people in the barn world talk, they talk about
you! As a barn manufacturer, you are always
part of the conversation,” says Leigh. “You
create inspiring designs and lead the way in
panelization. That expertise translates into
smart methods and materials that apply right
down to the smallest, simplest barn.”
WHAT DO PEOPLE NEED TO KNOW MOST
ABOUT LP PRODUCTS? “Our 5/50 limited
warranty,” Smith says without hesitation.
“Because of our proprietary SmartGuard, we can
stand behind our products. For example, our
panel and lap siding are treated throughout with
the SmartGuard® process to resist fungal decay
and termite damage. We say they are ‘tough to
the core.’”

Leigh Smith at LP Corp’s international headquarters, Nashville, Tennessee
WAXES

OVERLAY

ZINC BORATE

BINDERS

PLEASE DESCRIBE LP AS A COMPANY.
“LP has been a pioneer for more than 40 years
in construction materials that look great and
stand up to the elements. Today, as a global
leader in engineered wood, the company is
known for its expertise in siding, flooring, trim
and roof sheathing for barns, sheds and other
outbuildings.”
IS THERE A BONUS WE SHOULD KNOW
ABOUT? “There are several! LP’s SmartSide
siding has SmartFinish, a good-looking smooth
interior finish suitable for sheds and barns.
In addition, the engineered wood technology
we use helps keep structures dimensionally
straight and resists cracking, splitting and
warping.”
COULD YOU SUM UP FOR US? “It’s simple: no
one else makes more products specifically manufactured for barns and sheds. From the rich,
cedar-grain exterior texture to the 5/50 year
limited warranty, LP really is a smart choice.”
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SMARTSIDE & THE ENVIRONMENT

1. LP SmartSide products are made from wood – a
renewable, natural resource.
2. LP relies on small, fast-growing trees that can be
replenished more quickly than older, larger trees.
3. LP uses SFI certified forest management systems to
ensure that wood comes from well-managed forests.
4. L
 P uses the entire log. Wood waste is repurposed or
used as fuel for the mills.
5. L
 P uses only low-emitting, safe resins while making
SmartSide and does not add formaldehyde.

STANDARD FEATURES
Wood Doors*

Hudson Bay Series - page 42

Signature Series - page 16

New England Series - page 10

60" solid 4-panel Spanish cedar
doors, (72" or 80" H, depending on
side wall height) with satin nickel
lockset.

6' H, 2"x 3" frame, adjustable
steel brace, keyed door latch
Single door: 33" W
Double door: 54" W

6' H, 2"x 3" frame, adjustable
steel brace, keyed door latch
Single door: 33" W
Double door: 54" W

6' W barns plus Brookside &
Gardener

6' W barns

Single Door
Double Door

8', 10' and 12' W

8' W and wider barns except
Gardener

8' W and wider barns

Piano hinge

N/A

Aluminum, 6' continuous

Aluminum, 6' continuous

Siding

SmartSide®, 6" LP lap, 6" cedar lap, SmartSide®, 6" LP lap, 8" pine cove
8" pine cove, 5" straight vinyl with
or 5" straight vinyl
white Azek® trim or vinyl shake with
white Azek® trim

SmartSide® or 5" straight vinyl

Wall framing

2"x 4" wall framing, 16" on center

2"x 4" wall framing, 16" on center

2"x 4" wall framing, 24" on center

Vents

Wood vents, round vents or ridge
vent

Two small wood vents
(one for 6' wide barns)

Two 8" x 16" aluminum vents
(one for 6' wide barns)

Pressure-treated
skids

4"x 4" skids: 8' W (3),
10' W (5), 12' W (5)

4"x 4" skids: 6' W (3), 8' W (3),
10' W (5), 12' W (5), 14' W (6),
16' W (7), 20' W (11), 24' W (13)

4"x 4" skids: 6' W (3), 8' W (3),
10' W (5), 12' W (5), 14' W (6),
16' W (10), 20' W (10), 24' W (10)

Floor joists

2"x 4" treated joists, on edge,
16" on center

2"x 4" treated joists, 16" on center,
up to 12' on edge (14' wide & larger,
flat)

2"x 4" untreated joists, on edge,
16" on center, with treated rim

Flooring

¾" LP SmartFloor or ¾" premium
grade pressure-treated plywood

¾" LP SmartFloor or ¾" premium
grade pressure-treated plywood

¾" LP SmartFloor

Trusses

Open truss or rafter design
(cathedral ceiling), 24" on center

24" on center

24" on center

Fascia

6" fascia and/or exposed rafter tails

6"

4"

Shingles

30-year dimensional fiberglass

30 - year dimensional fiberglass

25 - year 3-tab fiberglass

Roof sheathing

7/16" OSB

7/16" OSB

7/16" OSB

Warranty

20 - year, top to bottom

20 - year, top to bottom

5 - year, top to bottom

Aluminum drip edge on
all roof edges

SmartSide siding, lap siding and vinyl siding
come with SmartSide doors. Pine siding comes
with a pine door.

Standard vinyl siding features

*Wood windows and doors under original
manufacturer’s warranty only.

Choice of siding/trim/shutter hues (Corner trim is the same as the siding.)

Continuous shingle ridge vent (no end vents)
White, almond or clay for soffit and fascia
Aluminum threshold plates

SMARTGUARD ® SmartSide and
SmartFloor use treated wood strand
technology with advanced binders, wax
and SmartGuard, a proprietary zinc
borate, to resist moisture, fungal decay
and termites.

RELAX. We’ve got you covered with
Louisiana Pacific’s 5-year, 100% labor and
replacement warranty for SmartSide and a
50-year pro-rated, limited warranty on the
substrate. SmartFloor has a 5-year limited
warranty and that’s in addition to JDM’s 20year warranty for Signature and Hudson Bay.
INSPIRE
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This big red barn gives its family the extra space it needs for woodworking
equipment and tools. It has a well-lit workbench and room to store materials
for many projects at once. Isn’t it time you owned a barn?

BUILD INSTALL INSPIRE

WHAT’S IN YOUR BACKYARD?

SPRING/SUMMER 2015

JDM STRUCTURES

